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Abstract
The fusion of i-vector with prosodic features is used to iden-
tify the most competent voice imitator through a deep neural
network framework (DNN) in this paper. This experiment is
conducted by analyzing the spectral and prosodic character-
istics during voice imitation. Spectral features include mel-
frequency cepstral features (MFCC) and modified group delay
features (MODGDF). Prosodic features, computed by the Leg-
endre polynomial approximation, are used as complementary
information to the i-vector model. Proposed system evaluates
the competence of artists in voice mimicking and ranks them
according to the scores from a classifier based on mean opinion
score (MOS). If the artist with the highest MOS is identified as
rank-1 by the proposed system, a hit occurs. DNN-based clas-
sifier makes the decision based on the probability value on the
nodes at the output layer. The performance is evaluated using
top X-hit criteria on a mimicry dataset. Top-2 hit rate of 81.81%
is obtained for fusion experiment. The experiments demonstrate
the potential of i-vector framework and its fusion in competency
evaluation of voice mimicking.
Index Terms: meter, poem, fusion, timbral, i-vector -0.1cm

1. Introduction
A mimic is a performer who imitates the voice and mannerisms
of others. Imitator modifies the position of articulators like lips,
tongue, speech duration, and pitch to reproduce another per-
son’s voice [1] during the mimicry. A competent imitator con-
trols articulators to get a closer voice to that of the target. F1-F2
plot of few speech frames from target speaker and two imitators
are shown in Figure 1. From Figure 1, it is worth mentioning
that formant locations of the target and best imitator are closer
than that of the worst imitator [2]. The proposed system evalu-
ates the competency (the ability to mimic the voice with max-
imum similarity) of imitators in voice mimicking by analyzing
the mimicked speech using acoustic approach rather than the
mannerism.

Professional voice imitator can approximate the system pa-
rameters of a well-known target speaker [3]. A whole text unit
and one selected word which occurs in all the recordings have
been analyzed using auditory, acoustic and phonetic features
during imitation [3]. In [4], the authors point out that the in-
clusion of prosodic features for an automatic speaker recogni-
tion system requires careful consideration of the risk of imper-
sonation. Gomati et al. [5], analyse the imitated speech using
various features at segmental, suprasegmental and subsegmen-
tal levels for both good and poor imitation cases. Words and
phrases related to the target speaker make it easier for the audi-
ence to identify the imitated voice [6]. The mean and dynam-
ics of pitch, vocal tract acoustic characteristics and the glot-
tal source characteristics are very much important during voice
imitation [7]. It is worth mentioning that in most of the experi-
ments, effectiveness of voice mimicking is evaluated using the
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Figure 1: F1-F2 plot for a word ’ithupōle’

same utterance as that of the target. But the ideal system should
be able to find the best impersonator, even if the text uttered is
different.

Conventionally, the spectrum-related features used in
recognition take into account merely the magnitude informa-
tion. However, there is often additional information concealed
in the phase, which could be beneficial for recognition [8, 9, 10].
The effectiveness of group delay features in speech/speaker
recognition [11, 12] and the results in [9, 10] motivated us to
use group delay functions in the proposed task. More recently
factor analysis techniques have been considered as a front-end
to form a low-dimensional total-variability subspace that can
be classified more efficiently than conventionally used high-
dimensional super vectors [13, 14]. The proposed framework
is a novel attempt to apply the i-vector framework in compe-
tency evaluation of voice mimicking. The artists who imitate
the voice of celebrity (target) are referred to as imitators and all
other terminologies are followed from [15] .

The organization of rest of the paper is as follows. Sec-
tion 2 gives an overview of the proposed system. Performance
evaluation is described in Section 3, followed by the analysis of
results in Section 4. The paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. Overview of the proposed system
Block diagram of the proposed system is shown in Figure 2.
MFCC, MODGDF, i-vectors and prosodic features are com-
puted in the front-end. In the first phase, DNN is trained using
i-vectors computed from MFCCs of the celebrity/target. Each
node in the output of DNN corresponds to one celebrity. Dur-
ing the testing phase, the probability value (score) at the corre-
sponding target node in the output layer is examined after in-
putting all the mimicked versions. The artist, who is getting
the highest probability score at the target node, is assigned first
rank and grades the remaining artists relatively. For instance,
assume, we want to find the best voice mimicking artist (among
five) in mimicking first celebrity (target). The extracted fea-
tures from five artists are fed to the trained classifier, one after
the other and examine the score obtained at the first node of the
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the the proposed system

output layer. The artist, who gets the maximum value at the
node, is taken as the best artist who mimicked the first celebrity.
Experiment is extended to i-vectors computed from MODGDF,
feature-level and score-level fusion of both, and finally the fu-
sion of prosodic features with i-vectors, in successive phases.

2.1. Feature Extraction

2.1.1. MFCC

MFCCs are employed in numerous perceptually motivated au-
dio classification tasks due to the capacity to capture “global”
spectral envelope properties. 20-dimensional MFCC are frame-
wise computed using frame-length of 30 ms and frame-shift of
10 ms.

2.1.2. Modified group delay functions (MODGDF)

Earlier studies have already established the significance of
short-term phase spectrum in speech and music processing ap-
plications [11, 16, 17]. The group delay function τ(ejω) for a
discrete time signal x[n] is defined by:

τ(ejω) = −d{arg(X(ejω))}
dω

. (1)

where ω is the angular frequency, X(ejω) is the Fourier Trans-
form (FT) of the signal x[n] and arg(X(ejω)) is the phase func-
tion. The group delay function of minimum phase signals can
be computed directly from the signal by [18].

τ(ejω) =
XR(ejω)YR(ejω) + YI(e

jω)XI(e
jω)

|X(ejω)|2 (2)

where the subscripts R and I denote the real and imaginary
parts, respectively. Y (ejω) represents Fourier transform nx[n].
|X(ejω)|2 in the denominator, makes the group delay function
noisy for non-minimum phase signals [19]. The denominator
is replaced by its spectral envelope, S(ejω) to mask the spiky
nature. Modified group delay function (MODGD) τm(ejω) of
a minimum phase signal x[n] is obtained as

τm(ejω) = (
τc(e

jω)

|τc(ejω)| )(|τc(e
jω)|)α, (3)

where,

τc(e
jω) =

XR(ejω)YR(ejω) + YI(e
jω)XI(e

jω)

|S(ejω)|2γ . (4)

α and γ are introduced to control the dynamic range off
MODGD. Group delay function and MODGD functions of a
speech frame in Figure 3(a) are shown in Figure 3(b) and Fig-
ure 3(c), respectively. MODGD is converted to cepstral features
(MODGDF) by decorrelating with DCT [20].

2.1.3. I-Vectors

The method of modelling the Gaussian mixture model (GMM)
super vectors has achieved superior speaker recognition perfor-
mance in recent works. In i-vector system [21], the high dimen-
sional GMM super vector space (generated from concatenating
all the mean values of GMM ) is mapped to low dimensional
space called total variability space. The target utterance GMM
is adapted from a universal background model (UBM) using the
eigenvoice adaption introduced in [22]. The target GMM super
vector can be viewed as shifted from the UBM. Formally, a tar-
get GMM super vector M can be written as:

M = m+ Tw (5)

where m represents the UBM super vector, T is a low di-
mensional rectangular total variability (TV) matrix, and w is
termed as i-vector. Using training data, the UBM and TV ma-
trix is modeled by expectation maximization. In the E-step, w
is considered as a latent variable with normal prior distribution
N(0, I). Eventually, the i-vectors will be estimated as the mean
of posterior distribution of w, that is [21],

w(u) = (I + TTΣ1.N(u).T )1TTΣ1S(u) (6)

where for utterance u, the terms N(u) and S(u) represent ze-
roth and centralized first order Baum-Welch statistics respec-
tively, and Σ is the covariance matrix of UBM. 10 dimensional
i-vectors of MFCC (iMFCC) and MODGDF (iMODGDF) have been
computed for each utterance for the proposed experiment.

2.1.4. Prosodic Features (P)

In the proposed work, pitch and energy features are extracted
using Legendre polynomial basis. Continuous prosodic contour
modelling based on Legendre polynomial expansions has been
successfully used in the field of language identification [23] and
quantitative phonetics [24]. Pitch and energy contours com-
puted with 10 ms intervals are broken into segments (syllable-
like regions) and approximate each segment by Legendre poly-
nomial expansions. An approximation of pitch and energy con-
tour is performed for each segment by taking the M (5 for the
current experiment) leading terms in a Legendre polynomial ex-
pansion. Each contour f(t) (where t represents time) is approx-
imated by [25]

f(t) =

M∑
1=0

aiPi(t) (7)

where Pi(t) is the ith Legendre polynomial. We compute six
coefficients (ai) to represent pitch contour, six coefficients to
represent energy contour and one term for the segment dura-
tion and thus making a 13-dimensional feature vector for each
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Figure 3: (a) Frame of speech, (b) group delay function computed for (a), (b) Modified group delay function computed the frame in (a).

segment. Average taken over all the segments is appended to
the i-vector for the fusion scheme. A python framework Dis-
Voice [26] is employed to compute the prosodic feature set (P).

2.2. Deep neural network

Our DNN is based on 4 hidden layers with number of nodes
64, 64, 64, and 32 per layer. Stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
algorithm is used for the optimization. Relu and softmax have
been chosen as the activation function for hidden layer and out-
put layer, respectively. Training is carried out using target data
for 6000 epochs with batch size of 512 and learning rate of 0.01.
5% of data is used for validation.

3. Performance evaluation
Proposed system is evaluated on the dataset used in the study
of Mary et al. [1]. 22 celebrities were tested against profes-
sional artists for during voice mimicking. Artists were given
the flexibility to speak any text of their choice while mim-
icking the celebrities in the Malayalam Language. Celebrity
speeches were collected from entertainment programmes and
musical shows, whereas the mimicked versions were recorded
in a studio environment [1]. Our study is focused on the text-
independent part, attempting to study the role of voicing charac-
teristics in mimicry. Artist-1 to Artist-5 are the assigned labels
for imitators. It does not mean that the person with label, Artist-
1 is same for all the mimicking versions. Some artists may not
be able to imitate certain targets effectively. Since all the artists
are not comfortable to imitate all the target voice, 26 artists have
participated in the proposed experiment.

3.1. Perceptual Evaluation

A perception test is conducted using twenty listeners for iden-
tifying the best imitator who mimics the celebrity well. All the
listeners are presented with utterances of the target (celebrity)
voice and mimicking test utterance from the imitator (artist).
Listeners are asked to grade the performance of each artist in
mimicking the celebrities by choosing one among the five opin-
ion grades varying from highly dissimilar to highly similar.
These grades are later converted to a numerical score as highly
dissimilar (1), dissimilar (2), somewhat similar (3), similar (4),
highly similar (5). Mean opinion score for each mimicked utter-
ance is computed by taking the average of the scores given by
all the twenty listeners. The artist who gets the maximum score
is identified as the best one in mimicking the celebrity well.

3.2. Experimental Setup

I-vectors are computed using 128 mixture GMM from MFCC
and MODGDF using Alize tool-kit [27]. UBM-GMM model
is trained using features computed from the auxiliary database

comprising audio samples other than the celebrities in the cor-
pus. TV matrix is also estimated during the successive phase
using the training data from targets. The experiment is carried
out in five phases, namely, iMFCC, iMODGDF, iMFCC +iMODGDF (fea-
ture fusion), iMFCC • iMODGDF (score fusion), and finally iMFCC

+iMODGDF + P (feature fusion). The final score Sf , in the score
fusion is obtained by,

Sf = βSmf + (1− β)Smdf (8)

where Smf , Smdf , β represent iMFCC score, iMODGDF score and
weighting constant, respectively. β = 0.7 is empirically chosen
in our experiment.

Based on the probability score, computed from DNN, the
system ranks artists from the best mimic to worst (Rank 1 to
Rank 5). If the artist who is ranked first by the proposed system,
matches with the outcome of MOS, a hit occurs and assumes
that the system correctly identified the best mimicking speaker.
The performance is evaluated using the top-X hit rate criteria
on five artists who imitate 22 celebrities. The top-X hit rate
reports the proportion of queries for which ri ≤ X , where ri
denotes the rank of an imitator given by the proposed system
[28]. One point is scored for a hit in the top X outcome and zero
is scored otherwise. For instance, if the proposed system rates
the best imitator (as per MOS test) with rank-2, it is counted in
the results of the top-2 hit rate.

4. Results and Analysis
The impersonator changes the shape of his vocal tract to ad-
just the frequency and bandwidth of the spectral peaks and dip
while imitating a voice [7]. In addition to the correlation be-
tween the formant frequencies of target and imitator, it is appar-
ent that there is a strong tendency of the imitator to adjust pitch
trajectory during imitation. Prosodic features, computed from
the segmented intonational phrases, are employed in evaluating
the quality of mimicked speech in [1]. It is seen that scores are
very close with a slight mileage for the best performing artist.
A possible cause for this is the non-discriminatory nature of
the selected features. However, both spectral and prosodic fea-
tures play a crucial role in performance evaluation during voice
mimicking, which motivated us to apply fusion scheme in our
experiment.

Mean opinion score and scores obtained for the fusion sys-
tem iMFCC +iMODGDF + P for entire targets are shown in Figure
4(a) and Figure 4(b), respectively. One can easily identify MOS
obtained for each artist in mimicking one celebrity during the
perception test from the Figure 4(a). By comparing Figure 4(a)
and 4(b), the number of hit with high MOS can be identified. It
is noticed that out of 22 cases, 11 are identified correctly. The
efficacy of i-vector and its fusion is illustrated in Figure 5, with
scores of various schemes and MOS for a celebrity. It can be
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seen that the feature fusion of i-vectors and prosody provides
maximum score for the best artist identified by the MOS.

Figure 5: Scores (Scaled) with MOS for a Celebrity.

Overall results are tabulated in Table 1. The identification
accuracy with the Rank-1 margin for the iMFCC and iMODGDF are
40.90% and 31.81%, respectively. The top-2 hit rate improved
to 68.18% and 63.63%, for iMFCC, iMODGDF respectively. By
examining the scores of the entire experiment, we could find
that there are test cases where iMFCC detects best artist correctly
when iMODGDF fails and vice-versa. The feature level resulted in
an improvement with top-1 hit rate with accuracy of 45.45%.
Even though there is no improvement for score level fusion
in top-1 as compared to iMFCC, top-2 rate increased. During
the prosodic fusion, the performance of iMFCC +iMODGDF+ P im-
proved significantly with top-2 hit rate of 81.81%. It is reason-
able to say that the prosodic features acted as complementary
information in decision making.

It is well established that higher-order formants are impor-
tant in discriminating between speakers [29]. The ability of the
group delay features to emphasize higher-order formants is in-
vestigated earlier. Modified group delay functions computed for
one frame of the consonant ‘[p] ’for both target and best imita-
tor is shown in Figure 6. The peaks in the MODGD plot corre-
sponds to formant locations. It can be seen that formant loca-
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Figure 6: Modified group delay functions computed for one
frame in [p] for both target and imitator

Table 1: Accuracy in Top X-hit rate (%)

Top-X rate

Method X=1 X=2

iMFCC 40.90 68.18
iMODGDF 31.81 63.63
iMFCC + iMODGDF 45.45 72.72
iMFCC • iMODGDF 40.90 72.72
iMFCC + iMODGDF + P (Feat Fusion) 50.00 81.81

Figure 7: t-SNE plots for the output vectors of the hidden layer
for seven targets (different colours).

tions are more or less the same for target and best imitator. Fig-
ure 7 visualizes the individual output vectors produced by the
snippets from 7 celebrities for the hidden layer of the network
using t-SNE [30]. The plot corresponds to iMFCC +iMODGDF+ P.
Note that there is good clustering of target identities (as rep-
resented with colour) and a general separation of targets for i-
vector-prosody feature space.

5. Conclusion
The competency evaluation in voice mimicking is analyzed us-
ing i-vector framework and its fusion with prosodic features in
the proposed work. i-vectors are computed from MFCC and
MODGDF. Prosodic features are computed from the Legendre
polynomial base. The experiment is carried out with various
fusion scheme. DNN classifier is trained using a feature set
computed from the target voices of 22 celebrities and tested
with mimicry voices of professional mimicry artists. The sys-
tem gives a top-2 hit rate of 81.81% for the fusion approach.
Experimental results demonstrate that the i-vectors computed
from Fourier transform magnitude and phase, with prosodic fu-
sion have merit in evaluating the performance of voice imitators
and related applications.

Figure 4: (a) MOS obtained for all artists in mimicking 22 
celebrities (b) Scores obtained for iMFCC + iMODGDF +  

P (Feat Fusion) for all artists in mimicking 22 celebrities. 
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